About FLI Structures?

Francis & Lewis International Ltd (FLI Structures) is part of the Haley group, a collection of specialist companies based in Great Britain. We are owned and operated by engineers.

FLI Structures, have over 60 years experience in the design, manufacture and installation of steel structures and steel piled foundations.

All design, engineering and manufacturing teams work closely with our clients to provide innovative solutions for their needs. This in turn leads to ongoing continuous improvement and a more efficient product range. Our in-house capabilities give us a competitive edge and allow us to provide a better service to our clients.

FLI work to all the required standards in our diverse set of market sectors and we are known for our high quality and health and safety standards. FLI are an award winning company making us the safest option for your project.
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FLI ACHIEVES RoSPA AWARD

At FLI Structures, we are pleased to announce that our approach to occupational safety and health has been recognised in an awards scheme run by the safety charity, the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA). This is the second year in a row that we have achieved this award.

The Silver award in the RoSPA Occupational Health and Safety Awards 2013 will be presented in a ceremony at the Hilton Birmingham Metropole Hotel, at the National Exhibition Centre, on Wednesday May 15, 2013.

Dating back 57 years, the RoSPA Awards scheme is the largest and longest-running programme of its kind in the UK. It recognises commitment to accident and ill health prevention and is open to businesses and organisations of all types and sizes from across the UK and overseas. The scheme not only considers accident records, but also entrants’ overarching health and safety management systems, including practices such as leadership and workforce involvement.

David Rawlins, RoSPA’s awards manager, said: “RoSPA firmly believes that organisations that demonstrate commitment to continuous improvement in accident and ill health prevention deserve recognition. FLI Structures has shown that it is committed to striving for such continuous improvement and we are delighted to honour it through the presentation of an award.”

Dave Bufton, FLI’s Health & Safety Manager, explains: “We are delighted to achieve this award and have our constant drive towards excellence in health & safety recognised by the best. Before this award we had already achieved the Bronze standard award, showing a constant approach to health and safety and more importantly continuous improvement. We have a number of techniques employed here at FLI to protect everyone involved in our business and we will continue our strive to reach Gold status with RoSPA at some point in the not so distant future.”

Three days of award ceremonies and three banquets will be held in Birmingham from May 14-16, alongside Safety and Health Expo 2013, which is Europe’s leading annual health and safety exhibition. An award ceremony and gala dinner will also take place in Glasgow on September 19.